






Pacelli Report of Nov. 14, 1923:

"On the anti-Catholic character of the Nazi revolt in Munich

Your Eminence,

details about the nazi revolt which in the last days had shaken
Munich (see report no. 443, 444 and 445) are known to Your
Eminence already through the Italian press; therefore I will not
repeat them in this respectful report. Still I consider it necessary to
inform Your Eminence on further details in a subject already
mentioned in report no. 444, regarding the anticatholic
demonstrations preceeding this revolt which were not surprising
to those who followed the organs of the right-.wing-extremists
such as "Voelkischer Beobachter" and "Heimatland". This
character has shown itself in form of the regular malicious
campaigns and speeches against the Catholic clerics with which
the followers of HITLER and LUDENDORFF, the great ones
among the street speakers, stir up the public and expose the
clerics to their slander and mockery.
Main target of their attacks was especially the educated and
responsible Cardinal Archbishop himself, who, during a homily
given on November 4th in the Cathedral and in his letter to the
Chancellor of the Reich of November 7th, published by the Wolff
Agency, publicly condemned the persecution of the Jews.
This was added to the absurd rumor, intentionally spread in the
city, that His Eminence influenced Mr. von Kahr, who, as you
know, only apparently agreed with Hitler’s coup d’état in the
Buergerbraeukeller to avoid the violence and later acted against
it, to change his mind. So it happened that during the events on
Saturday afternoon several demonstrators moved in front of the
Episcopal Residence, shouting "Down with the Cardinal". His
Eminence fortunately was not in Munich on this day, since he
consecrated a new church in Muehldorf; but when the following
evening he returned in his car, there were demonstrations, too. ...

(Pacelli)
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